St Paul’s Church (Church of England), Landkey
Annual Report and Financial Statement for 2021

Landkey is situated two miles east of Barnstaple in North Devon
St Paul’s Church is part of the Four Ways Mission Community which also includes these
churches:
St James, Swimbridge with the Chapel of the Holy Name, Gunn,
St Peter, West Buckland,
St Michael, East Buckland.

It is also part of the Deanery of Shirwell.

Rector: Revd. Shaun O’Rourke
Churchwardens: Mrs Hazel Price and Mr Mike Foster
Church website: www.landkeyparishchurch.org
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Rector’s Annual Report
2021
For St Paul’s Church, Landkey, and the Four Ways Mission Community
Welcome to our Annual Parochial Church Meeting, 2022. Thank you all for attending and sharing
in our church year.
It’s been another year of uncertainty with covid causing us and our sister churches many
problems. However, we have weathered the storm and are finally heading back to our plan of
church growth.
Our church began a journey of transformation, and we are well on that path. The last year has
seen us bring in screens and sound equipment as well as the internet.
This has only been possible by the work of us all in the church. Change and transformation have
always been met with trepidation, maybe even a little fear, but you all have embraced the mission
of the church to reach out to the whole community that we serve. We have done that in prayer,
and prayer always gives its benefits at the right time.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank our wardens who really do work tirelessly at keeping
the church up and running, our treasurer who must work so hard to make our books balance as
we transform and manage our progression of growth.
To our secretary who manages so much of our daily interactions and covers so much of our
paperwork. Our PCC who has managed our church, taken a vision of what we must become and
has given it our full support.
And to you, faithful congregation, who make our church such a welcoming place, a church which
opens its doors to all.
We have grown in number and, to all those who now call our church home, we thank you. We
have so many people who work tirelessly for this church: those who clean, prepare food and
drink and make the church a welcoming place. I would at this point just like to make a personal
thank you to Margaret, who opens up and locks up whenever needed - you have a beautiful
ministry that shines.
This year, from being mostly closed we are now fully open, and we have an Alpha course running.
We are looking forward to film nights, more courses and looking to work ever more closely with
the community around us.
Looking back, it’s been hard, but looking forward brings huge possibilities. It has been a wonderful
opportunity, we are blessed as we have our own reader, and now the help of David and Jackie,
our two new priests who have joined us. Their ministries will enhance our worship.
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May I take this opportunity to thank all of you for all you have done and are doing. With the
people we have in our church I know the future is secure.
May God bless each and every one of you as we walk together into a bright future.
I recommend for your acceptance the work of the church and our reports presented to you.
Revd Shaun O’Rourke
Priest in Charge
20th April 2022
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Approved by St Paul’s Church PCC on 21st March 2022
ST PAUL’S CHURCH, LANDKEY
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PAROCHIAL CHURCH COUNCIL 2021

St Paul’s Church is at the junction of Church Meadow and Bableigh Road, Landkey, Barnstaple EX32 0JJ
The composition of the Parochial Church Council (PCC) as at the end of December 2021 was:
Rev Shaun O’Rourke (Priest-in-charge) (Chair)
Mrs Josie Foster (Reader)
Mr Peter Elder (Electoral Roll Officer and Vice Chairman)
Mr Mike Foster (Churchwarden)
Mr Adrian Ley
Mrs Jean Loveridge
Mrs Eileen MacCaig
Mr Eric Price (Deanery Synod representative)
Mrs Hazel Price (Churchwarden, Health & Safety Officer and Safeguarding Officer)
Mr Charles Waldron (Secretary, webmaster and vice chairman)
Mrs Carol (Ann) Rumble (Treasurer and Deanery Synod representative)
Bankers: Barclays Bank plc, 38 Boutport Street, Barnstaple
Independent Examiner: David Crick, 15a Silver Street, Barnstaple
St Paul’s Church is part of the Four Ways Mission Community which also includes St. James’ Church,
Swimbridge with the Chapel of the Holy Name, Gunn, St Peter, West Buckland and St Michael, East
Buckland.
Preface
It is now March 2022 as I write this report and government restrictions on our lives to control the spread
of Covid-19 have, thankfully, gone. For much of 2021, though, it was a different story. The leaders of St
Paul’s found themselves trying to provide spiritual worship against a backdrop initially of a lockdown
followed by significant restrictions on social contact as waves of infection came and went.
Despite this enormous challenge, they succeeded in offering services each week throughout the year.
Before I go any further, then, I would like to acknowledge and put on record my appreciation on behalf
of St Paul’s for the great efforts to which many people went to enable the church to function in 2021.
Revd Shaun’s belief in the church at a time when the situation seemed bleak is well remembered.
The churchwardens and Margaret Perryman worked tirelessly each week to ensure that the church was
opened and prepared. Ann Rumble’s diligence and skill with the accounts was invaluable, while Andy
Clayton played a crucial role in upgrading the church’s technology. Josie Foster’s leadership of services
was much valued, as was the contribution of those who came forward to help with readings, prayers and
other assistance. The financial support offered to St Paul’s was truly impressive, enabling it to pay its way
in yet another year in which fundraising was almost impossible and is noted with gratitude. Thank you to
all, including those who I have not mentioned, who have helped St Paul’s to come through such a
challenging year and with hope for the future.
As I started writing this report, I realised that my memory of events a year before had faded somewhat.
To put myself mentally back in the socially restricted world of early and late 2021, I found that I needed
to research the timeline in respect of Covid rules in order to portray the background against which St
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Paul’s was being run. The section which follows is my attempt to describe, as I had done for 2020, the
constraints which church members lived through and which influenced leaders’ decision making.

The church year
The year 2021 was dominated, as 2020 had been, by the Covid-19 pandemic. Within just six days of the
New Year having been celebrated, yet another lockdown was imposed with the aim of curtailing rising
rates of infection. The rules of this lockdown were almost as restrictive as those imposed at the start of
the pandemic, including the closure of schools and limits on social contact. In contrast to the first lockdown
in 2020, though, public worship was not required to cease. However, leaders of St Paul’s felt that it would
be safer to suspend services until the risk of transmitting the disease had abated.
In December 2020, vaccinations against Covid had begun, raising hopes that, before long, the pandemic
would be behind us, even though restrictions had tightened again. The prospect that church worship
would return to being held in the way with which we were familiar before our lives changed dramatically
early in the previous year, began to grow.
Online worship had been introduced shortly after the first lockdown was imposed in March 2020. Revd
Shaun had quickly developed the technique of recording videos in his home in which he conducted services
of Morning Prayer or Holy Communion. These were then made available for viewing on Facebook.
By the time of the lockdown in January 2021, our collective grasp of technology had evolved to enable
services to be broadcast live from St Paul’s Church via the popular video conferencing platform, Zoom.
The first “Zoom” service took place on 17th January 2021 with 11 households joining via their computers
to watch Revd David Chance lead a service of Holy Communion. Initial technical issues were soon ironed
out and a further improvement was made by placing the liturgy for each type of service on the website.
By 7th February, it felt as if virtual services had become almost like the real thing.
As the uptake of vaccinations across the country gathered pace and the number of infections began to fall
again, some restrictions were lifted on 8th March. Schools reopened and two people were allowed to meet
socially outdoors. The “stay at home” rule remained in place, though.
With further relaxation of the Covid rules anticipated for 29th March, it was felt that it would be safe to
encourage congregation members to return to worship in the church. Accordingly, the first service in St
Paul’s since lockdown was imposed in January, was held on Easter Sunday, 4th April. Face masks were
worn, social distancing was observed, and we could not sing, but it was good to be back in church. Revd
Shaun led the service and offered Communion as bread only.
Christian Aid Week took place from 10th-16th May. The focus for its resources this year was on regions
where there is a lack of clean water, brought about by climate change. While St Paul’s supports Christian
Aid, its PCC members felt that it would not be right to carry out door-to-door collections while the
pandemic was continuing. Instead, anyone who wished to donate was invited to ask for a donation
envelope.
The St Paul’s Annual Parochial Church Meeting (APCM) took place via Zoom on 10th May 2021, with all
positions of responsibility being filled – a remarkable achievement.
With the possibility that the worst of pandemic might now be behind us, the PCC began to progress
discussions on how St Paul’s could best serve its parish in the years ahead. Revd Shaun's outlook on the
church's prospects was positive, despite the negative effect that the pandemic had had both on the size of
its congregation and on the state of its finances.
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Shaun asked PCC members if a sum of money could be earmarked to be used for missionary purposes.
Although this strategy appeared counterintuitive given the strain on resources, PCC members agreed to
set aside £1000 to support a plan to install new audio-visual technology in the church.
One of the lessons learnt while coping with the pandemic was that technology had a place in making
services available in a society increasingly familiar with the Internet. While it was likely that the demand
for online services would diminish as the pandemic receded, there was a need to modernise the way in
which services were provided in the church. By displaying the liturgy (words) on large screens, the need
for worshippers to be provided with printed material would be reduced.
Additionally, it would become a simple matter to make changes to the liturgy, thereby enabling services
to take on a fresher feel than traditional methods allowed. Images could be shown to illustrate sermons
while the audio facility would provide for occasions when an organist was unavailable.
St Paul’s was very fortunate in having available church member Andy Clayton, who was skilled in computer
technology and was willing to take a lead role in obtaining and installing the required equipment. He and
Mike Foster began work on this project straight away.
The government’s Covid vaccination programme, delivered through the NHS, was progressing very well
as summer approached. I was probably typical of many who dutifully made their way to vaccination centres
(North Devon Leisure Centre, in our case), having my first dose in March, followed by my second in May.
Covid rules were relaxed further on 17th May making it possible for six people to meet indoors and up to
30 outside.
There was concern in medical circles, though, over the emergence of new Covid variants and how well
the vaccines would prevent infection by them. The Delta variant was most troubling at that time, having
first been identified in India in late 2020. It was thought to be 50% more transmissible than the earlier
Alpha strain and led to a rise in infections after being designated on 7th May 2021 by Public Health England
a “Variant of Concern”.
For many people, twice-weekly home testing for Covid became a routine procedure from March 2021 to
help prevent the spread of the virus.
Despite rising infections, on 19th July, the government removed most remaining Covid-related restrictions
on social gatherings. While it was no longer mandatory for face masks to be worn, St Paul’s church leaders
felt that it was important to support worshippers who preferred to do so.
Work on the new technology continued over the summer and, by the time of the Family Service in
September, one screen was ready for use. The liturgy had been prepared by Charles as a PowerPoint and
this service acted as a trial run.
Our Harvest Festival service, held on 26th September, proved to be an especially enjoyable occasion. With
Covid infection levels (approx. 28000 per day) seemingly stable, several congregation members who had
not been in the church since the pandemic started, came along. Angela Bellamy gave an interesting talk
which was illustrated using the new screen.
As summer gave way to autumn, booster jabs were offered to combat an anticipated rise in infections
over the winter. I had mine in November, like many other people. As the year drew to a close, hope that
the pandemic was behind us was to be frustrated once again. A new variant of the virus, Omicron, first
identified in South Africa and found to be more infectious than Delta, the existing dominant strain, began
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spreading rapidly throughout the UK. Daily cases rose sharply in early December, passing 100000 per day
by Christmas.
On 8th December, the government implemented its contingency “Plan B” which aimed to reduce the
spread of Covid if the NHS were in danger of being overwhelmed. This was followed on 10th December
with a rule requiring the wearing of face masks in indoor settings.
The year ended, then, in much the same way as it began, with Covid dominating daily life. Church services
were not suspended this time around, though, but the St Paul’s Nativity and Christingle services were
cancelled due to Covid.
Church attendance and worship
Church attendance in 2021 was affected, as it had been in 2020, by the persistent presence of Covid in
the community. The lockdown between 6th January and 8th March presented the first obstacle to
attendance as it was decided that services in the church should be suspended.
The online services via Zoom which replaced them allowed a more immersive experience for participants
than was achievable by the pre-recorded versions used during the main 2020 lockdown.
Services in the church resumed from Easter, 4th April, and thankfully they continued for the rest of the
year, even while Covid levels waxed and waned.
Attendance was low to start with, as congregation members remained wary of placing themselves in a
situation where the virus might be present. As the vaccination programme progressed, though, and Covid
rules were mostly abolished by 19th July, the numbers in church slowly but steadily began to creep up.
The Harvest Service on 26th September seemed to mark a turning point, with several congregation
members who had not been in the church since March 2020 coming along and helping to make this feel
like the kind of harvest service that we experienced before the pandemic.
Other special services in 2021 included Easter, of course, and Remembrance in November. Christmas
services had to be curtailed due to the rise in Covid, but Carols by Candlelight and Christmas Mass were
well attended and enjoyable. It was pleasing to be able to carry out two Christenings during the year.
St Paul’s submits attendance data annually to the Diocese of Exeter in an exercise known at Statistics for
Mission. This includes a count of the size of the congregation each Sunday during October. For October
2021, attendance ranged from 16 up to 31, a significant growth from the figure of around 8 which had
become typical during the worst of the pandemic. While some of these additional worshippers were
“returners”, there were several who were new to St Paul’s – a welcome development.
Before I finish this section, I must place on record appreciation for the effort that many people put in to
enable regular worship to take place. Earlier, I mentioned those who prepare the church building and I
would like to extend that gratitude now to those who lead services at St Paul’s. The clergy team, in
particular, go to great lengths to deliver services which are appropriate to the time of year in the Christian
calendar and which respectfully convey the Word of God. We are fortunate to be led in spiritual matters
by Shaun, Josie and Revd David Chance and by Chris James who retired at the end of the year.
There were others, too, who offered support by doing readings or leading prayers, all of which is
recognised. Not forgetting those who provide refreshments after services, a practice that was finally
reintroduced in the autumn. It takes a great deal of effort for services to be organised each week, but the
reward is in knowing that every time we take our place in the pews, we come into the presence of God
through his Holy Spirit.
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The Parochial Church Council (PCC)
The role of the PCC is ‘to co-operate with the priest-in-charge in promoting in the parish the whole
mission of the church, pastoral, evangelistic, social and ecumenical’.
The PCC met seven times in 2021, including the meeting held after the Annual Meeting in May. All meetings
took place online using the Zoom video conferencing platform, partly to minimise the risk of spreading
Covid-19. It had also become convenient to hold meetings remotely in the light of the fact that some PCC
members live outside the village of Landkey. The meetings were conducted in a spirit of willingness to
work together for the benefit of the church.
The following is a brief summary of the main matters discussed at each meeting.
25th January 2021. The nation was in lockdown once more when this meeting was held. While government
rules did not prevent public worship, Revd Shaun and the churchwardens felt that it would be safer to
suspend services until infections had fallen significantly. As an alternative, Revd Shaun informed members
that he had made it possible for services to be livestreamed from the church from where congregation
members could watch them via Zoom.
There was some anxiety expressed over the prospect of worshippers not having the confidence to return
to public worship when services resumed. It was hoped that communal worship could restart by Easter,
possibly with the holding of an outdoor service.
Charles gave an account of a presentation on church plans for the future which he had recently given
remotely to Landkey Parish Council. The aim was to raise awareness of the challenges facing village
organisations as they moved on from the pandemic when that time arrived. The councillors understood
the issues involved.
Ann Rumble advised that funds were sufficient to enable the final two months’ instalments of 2020 of the
St Paul’s contributions to the Exeter Diocesan Common Fund to be paid. Finances had been constrained
by the pandemic and payments to the Diocese were being made only when it was felt that funds allowed.
In this case, PCC members agreed for Ann to complete the contributions for the previous year.
The condition of the roof above the north side of the nave had deteriorated and PCC members noted
that repair work would need to be carried out soon.
8th March 2021. The lockdown had been slightly eased by the time of this meeting, with schools reopening
on that very day. Attention focused, then, on plans for restarting services in the church, with Easter set
as the target date. An outdoor service would not be permissible due to the rule (the “rule of six”) in place
which prevented more than six people gathering outside. Gathering within the church was allowed,
though, so it was decided that the first service would be held at Easter.
A discussion took place on plans for the future of St Paul’s, but there was a sense, almost, of powerlessness
to achieve much, in the face of a pandemic which showed little sign of abating.
26th April 2021. The mood was a little more buoyant by the time of this meeting. Services in the church
had resumed on Easter Sunday, 4th April, and the aim was for all churches in the Mission Community to
have done likewise by early May. Services would continue to be streamed on Facebook and Shaun had
even uploaded a recording to the Landkey Forum site. He went on to ask members if they would be happy
with the concept of having a screen in the church onto which words and images could be projected to
enhance the content of services. PCC members were happy to agree to this.
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At this meeting, it was also agreed that Ann should pay two months’ instalments to the Common Fund.
10th May 2021. The Annual Parochial Church Meeting (APCM) was held on this date. In a remarkable
testament to the commitment to the church by many people, all of the positions of responsibility both on
the PCC and associated bodies were filled.
At the PCC meeting which followed, Hazel Price set the tone of optimism which had recently been
growing at Shaun’s inspiration, by noting that the pandemic had given the church the opportunity to
embrace change. In keeping with this theme, Shaun asked members if they would be willing to set aside a
sum of money to be used for “Mission for the Digital Age”. There was willing agreement to earmark £1000
for the purchase of technology to present services digitally, involving the acquisition of two TV-style
screens and audio equipment.
At Ann’s suggestion, it was also possible to agree the payment of a further two months’ Common Fund
instalments.
Noting that Covid restrictions were scheduled to be lifted on 21st June, there was discussion about the
possibility of holding an outdoor service on 27th June to mark the end of the pandemic.
21st June 2021. This meeting was held on the day that most remaining Covid restrictions were due to have
been lifted. With infections high and rising, though, the government had made the decision to delay this
step until 19th July.
It was now not going to be possible to hold the planned outdoor service on 27th June to mark the hopedfor end of the pandemic.
One of the most significant items on the agenda was the “church participation” number. This was the
typical size of the congregation each Sunday, the figure for which was used to calculate the amount which
St Paul’s should contribute to the Diocesan Common Fund. Hazel informed members that average
participation in 2019 was 24.6. In 2020, she had calculated, this figure fell to 14.2 and in 2021 so far it was
8.4. Common Fund payments were currently based on an average of 24 weekly worshippers, a figure
which PCC members agreed was too high. Eric would take the matter up with the Diocese.
Mike was able to report significant progress in obtaining the audio-visual equipment for the church in line
with the agreed “Mission for the Digital Age”.
It was felt that just one monthly Common Fund instalment should be paid on this occasion due to the
need to ensure that sufficient resources were kept back to pay large bills, particularly insurance, falling
due later in the year.
A final piece of business was to agree to a suggestion by Eileen MacCaig that a tree should be planted in
2022 recognition of the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
19th July 2021. Most remaining Covid-related restrictions were lifted on this day when our PCC next met.
There was a feeling among the wider public and the media that it was still too soon to remove control
measures, such as the wearing of face masks, given that infections remained high. The government had
delayed once, though, and was determined to proceed with opening up society and the economy again.
Eric was able to inform members that he had agreed with the Diocese a reduction from 24 to 18 in the
participation figure used to calculate the St Paul’s contributions to the Common Fund in 2022. There
would, therefore, be a commensurate fall in payments to the Diocese from January 2022.
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Payments falling due for the new technical equipment for the church led PCC members to advise caution
in respect of Common Fund instalments for 2021. It was agreed that Ann would make just one month’s
payment for the time being.
It had been discovered that significant clearance work was needed in the churchyard, for which a quote
had been obtained. This is covered in more detail under Fabric.
With Covid rules having been relaxed, it was hoped that services would soon start to return to prepandemic normality. Congregational singing would resume and worshippers who had stayed away since
the first lockdown was imposed, would be gently encouraged to return. The Harvest service, arranged
for 26th September, might provide the ideal opportunity for this.
20th September 2021. The possibility of reintroducing the chalice in services of Holy Communion was
uppermost on Shaun’s mind as the meeting began. The need for hygiene would be paramount, members
commented, to reassure worshippers, but were otherwise in agreement.
One TV-style screen had now been installed in the church and had been successfully used for the first
time at the Family Service on 5th September. The second screen would soon be in use. The liturgy to each
service was now being routinely prepared as a PowerPoint presentation.
Dates for forthcoming events, both for Remembrance and for Christmas, were agreed.
15th November 2021. By the time of this final meeting of the year, Mike was able to report that both TVstyle screens were now in operation and that audio equipment had been installed. Congregation members
were beginning to approve of the new technology.
Hazel noted that the size of the congregation had been steadily increasing, with some new people attending
regularly.
The church’s finances were in a better state than had been expected, allowing members to agree to Ann’s
suggestion that three months’ Common Fund instalments be paid.
In an unexpected development, an anonymous donation of £10000 had been made to St Paul’s, on
condition that it not be used for day-to-day running costs. Members had been consulted beforehand and
agreed that it should be used to repair the part of the roof that was in a poor condition.
Church building and its contents
The Fabric Committee, comprising members appointed by the PCC, is responsible for advising the PCC
on the maintenance tasks that need to be carried out. It is the job of the PCC to decide on the work to
be done, based on the advice given and funds available.
The following are three of the most significant fabric-related tasks dealt, or embarked up, during the year.
The section of the church roof above the north side of the nave had been noted for some while as being
in need of repair. In the autumn, the unexpected donation of £10000 to be used for a specific project,
rather than for day-to-day costs, provided the means by which this work could be done. Initial quotes
from builders outside of the village were very high, but Graham Lane from Landkey issued quotes to
replace damaged tiles, re-felt the roof and renew the lead lining in the roof valley for the sum of £6750.
PCC members were very happy to agree for Graham to proceed with the work
A part of the churchyard had become overgrown with laurel, an inspection had revealed. By cutting back
the excess growth, space for graves would be freed up as well as making the area tidy. When a quote for
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the work was sought, it was discovered that the tree roots had become so well established that it would
require a heavy digger to remove them and to level the ground. An estimate of £1500 was given by the
contractor. PCC members felt that the work should proceed as space for graves had become very limited.
The cost of removing the laurels would be borne by the Graveyard Fund.
Ann Rumble expressed concern in September about the growth of ivy on the north side of the church.
Some volunteers joined her on 25th September and did a good job of removing it.
Children
In principle, St Paul’s maintains close connections with Landkey Primary School. Covid-related restrictions
on social contact meant, though, that visits to the school by members of St Paul’s could not take place.
Safeguarding
The PCC has a policy in place to enable it to comply with the House of Bishops’ (one of the three houses
of the Church of England) guidance on safeguarding children and vulnerable adults. Safeguarding matters
were discussed at all PCC meetings.
Financial matters
As has been outlined in earlier sections, finances were, for a second year in succession, constrained by
the inability of the church to carry out substantial fundraising campaigns. That is not to say that there was
no fundraising in 2021 and credit is due to the team of sponsored knitters who raised the sum of £335
for the church on 28th October.
For the majority of its income, though, St Paul’s was reliant on donations from regular contributors.
Without them, the church would not have been able to pay its way in 2021 and I take this opportunity to
express gratitude behalf of St Paul’s to all to gave of whatever they could during the year to support our
parish church.
The level of donations proved to be sufficient for all running costs to be paid as well as for contributions
to the Diocesan Common Fund to be settled in full, albeit that the last two instalments were paid in early
2022.
It is the aim of PCC to pay its share of contributions to the Exeter Diocese's Common Fund. It recognises
that it is from this Fund that the costs of providing clergy are paid and that there is an obligation to help
meet these.
Advertising
St Paul’s makes use of a range of methods to advertise itself and its services and events. The website
(www.landkeyparishchurch.org) was the principal place in 2021 for members of the congregation as well
as the wider public to obtain up to date information on services and events. A steady trickle of enquiries
was received throughout the year via the website, often from parents wishing to have their children
Christened. The website was operated and maintained by Charles at no cost to the church.
Other means of advertising included the weekly North Devon Journal, the bi-monthly Landkey newsletter
as well as posters placed in strategic locations around the village. Church-related posts were also placed
often on the Landkey Forum Facebook page.
Charles Waldron
16th March 2022
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The accounts for 2021 were approved by the St Paul’s PCC on 21st April 2022

Treasurer’s Report for 2021
Another year where we have had to continue with COVID and the different variants. The church
was closed at the beginning of the year through to Easter. We were then able to hold services,
gradually through the year reducing the restrictions to getting back to nearly normal.
Throughout the year we have been able to pay the Common Fund to the Exeter Diocese in full.
The last two months were paid in January 2022 but have been accounted for in 2021 Accounts.
For the year there was a sponsored knit-in by volunteers who raised £335 for the funds, many
thanks for their efforts and time.
With their technological knowledge, Mike, Andy and Charles have been able to go ahead with
the “Mission for the Digital Age” enabling the presentation of Church Services digitally, with much
appreciation for all their efforts and time. We have had very generous donations of £2105 to go
towards achieving this, leaving only £688 to come from general funds.
For this year’s Gift Day we received £834.64 in gift day envelopes, many thanks for the generous
donations.
During the spring it was possible to agree a 3 year fixed tariff for our utility companies. Although
prices were slightly increased in the changeover, they are now fixed till May 2024.
The Church plate collections were down but overall, the SO, DD and envelopes have just
exceeded last year’s figures for income. With grateful thanks to all for the generous donations
throughout the year. Also, we have had an anonymous legacy £10,000 to be used in the Fabric
Fund for repairs and maintenance. The final total we carry forward for the year 2021 into 2022
is a surplus of £9,638.
It is very reassuring to know that there is so much support for St. Paul’s Church in financial terms
and in encouraging a larger congregation as the Church continues to move forward as a beacon
of light/love for the community.
With God’s blessing to all

Ann
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SHIRWELL DEANERY SYNOD FOR THE YEAR 2021
What is a Deanery Synod?
A deanery synod is a synod convened by the Rural Dean (or Area Dean) and/or the Joint Lay Chair of the
Deanery Synod, who is elected by the elected lay members. It consists of all clergy licensed to a benefice
(or Mission Community) within the deanery, plus elected lay members. (Source: Wikipedia).
Which churches comprise the Shirwell Deanery?
Berrynarbor

St Peter

Bittadon

St Peter

Bratton Fleming St Peters Anglican-Methodist
Brendon

St Brendan

Challacombe

Holy Trinity

Combe Martin St Peter
Countisbury

St John the Evangelist

East Buckland St Michael
East Down*

St John the Baptist.

*With Arlington

Ilfracombe

Holy Trinity

Ilfracombe

St Philip & St James

Kentisbury

St Thomas

Landkey

St Paul

Lee

St Matthew

Loxhore

St Michael and All Angels

Lynton

St Mary the Virgin

Martinhoe

St Martin

Mortehoe

St Mary

Parracombe

Christ Church

Shirwell

St Peter

Stoke Rivers

St Bartholomew

Swimbridge

St James Swimbridge (with Gunn, The Holy Name)

Trentishoe

St Peter

West Buckland St Peter
Woolacombe

St Sabinus
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(Source: Diocese of Exeter)

Purpose of the Deanery Synod
Deanery Synods meet to bring together the views of parishes in the deanery on common opportunities
and problems so that they may work together to promote the mission of the Church. Visiting speakers
are often invited to help in this. They consider the business of the Diocesan Synod and make common
concerns and views known to this wider body.
Deanery Synods are an opportunity to meet with other Christians, to worship together, to learn from
each other and to share experiences. They meet 3-4 times each year (in a normal year). Deanery Synod
representatives are ex officio members of the PCC and are called to be a link between the parishes in
the local area. (Source: Diocese of Exeter website).
Structure of the Shirwell Deanery.
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Firstly, I want to express my thanks for all who make our deanery what it is. We have always hoped that
it would be a place for encouragement and support for all of our churches, and that continues to be our
intention. Thank you to all who are able to come to our meetings, and who then report back to their PCCs.
It serves as a place where we can meet one another face to face (or screen to screen), and also hear from
others from the Diocese and beyond. Please remember that our meetings are all open to anyone from
our congregations who want to attend, even if they are not Deanery Synod representatives.
Deanery synod gives us a voice too, both to Diocesan Synod and General Synod, with the opportunity,
should we want it, to propose motions or to vote on big issues. A big thanks to Simon Friend who continues
as our General Synod rep, [and Rosie particularly wants to thank him for his support as she starts to work
out General Synod for herself!].
We have a wonderful group of lay leaders, readers and clergy that have continued to lead worship in an
ever-changing context as the pandemic continued (and continues). Our clergy chapter continued to meet
most months over zoom and more recently in person. We hope this year to meet again as a ‘Greater
Chapter’, with all clergy and readers. We were sad to say goodbye to Revd. Peter Churcher this year. While
this unexpected vacancy has been a challenge, the churchwardens and PCCs have done an amazing job in
maintaining not just their worship but also their welcome and relationships with their communities. We
look forward to welcoming Mark and Tandy Ruoff in June. Looking forward later this year, we say goodbye
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to Revd. Martyn Tyrrell as he becomes vicar in Pilton with Ashford, and welcome Revd. Sue DaviesFletcher.
Chris James, known by many across the deanery has now sadly retired, we continue to keep him and June
in our prayers and thank him for his ministry over many years.
Last February we held our AGM on zoom, we welcomed Jon Curtis, the Diocesan Lay Discipleship Manager
to join us. We have since held two sessions to support lay leaders ‘leading from the front’, led by Jon,
originally planned for November but delayed to January due to the Covid situation. Thank you, Jon, for
your support, and to all those leading services.
In October we held our first in person Synod, though it was not very well attended. We were pleased to
welcome Brigit Kiyaga, Diocesan Mission Resources Advisor to talk about generosity.
We are fully aware of the struggles that many of our churches are facing at this time. For some this is
financial, so we are grateful for ideas and support that are available through people like Brigit to support
churches to raise funds and encourage generous giving.
We are also aware that churches are struggling to find volunteers and we are still recovering from the
pandemic, wondering what the future will look like. But there are lots of good news stories too around
the deanery. Please do continue to come along to our meetings to find encouragement and ideas. We
look forward to welcoming Venerable Verena Breed to our next meeting on the 16th June at Bratton
Fleming. She will be talking about ‘Next Steps’.
[Rosie adds: Maureen Richards has continued to be a fantastic lay chair and we appreciate all the work
she continues to put in.] Maureen has stepped down from her treasurer and secretary role, balancing all
three roles was unsustainable. We welcome Sam White, Lyn Valley Mission Community Administrator,
who is now also acting as our deanery administrator and will be paid for the hours that she works for the
deanery. This appointment was approved unanimously at our meeting in October. Thank you to all the
churches who have voluntarily paid deanery contributions for last year.
2022 we hope will be year of recovery and new life for our churches. Rosie will be off on sabbatical from
after Easter. Father John Roles is Assistant Rural Dean and will be supported by the standing committee
for continuing deanery business including arranging our next meeting in June.
I look forward to returning after my sabbatical and getting going again with Rural Dean inspections, which
give us an opportunity to meet and talk with churchwardens, hopefully in a positive and supportive way!
Love in Christ,

Rosie Austin (Rural Dean) Maureen Richards (Lay Chair)
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